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Why are we here?

● Uploading information to a personal drive account is a great way to steal 
insider information

● HTTPS makes it hard to see what “pages” on google.com someone visits
● This is not the easiest way to get this info for enterprise accounts
● I’ve not see this information published, and had to figure out a lot of it on 

my own



Gen Beringer is at it again

Our favorite BBQ sauce recipe stealing suspect is back at it.  

This time, he’s sharing even more recipes and logos with the competitors.

We have a copy of his Chrome Browser History, so let’s see what he’s been up 
to...



GMail

Open the Inbox @ 0404



GMail

Read the Promos tab @ 0405



GMail

Read an Email @ 0404



GMail

Search for “bbq” @ 0408



GMail

Page through the search results @ 0408



GMail

View one of the search results @ 0408



GMail

Compose a new email from the Inbox @ 0413



GMail

Send the email @ 0415



GMail

Reply to an email @ 0411



GMail

So, you can get some information from GMail browser history, but it doesn’t 
tell you anything about who they are talking to.



Inbox

From 0417 to 0423, did a lot of the same actions -- read emails, search, mark as done, 
reply, compose, and create a reminder.  This is what you get:



Inbox

Well, that’s not very helpful...



Drive

Log into Google Drive @ 0426



Drive

View a Folder @ 0437



Drive

View a Google Doc @ 0431



Drive

If you leave Docs open in Chrome, you get **a lot** of entries in your browser history.

$ grep "1GN" genb-drive.csv | wc
      91    2672   29991
$ grep "1Ml" genb-drive.csv | wc
      80    1739   23721



Drive

Download Doc as PDF @ 0432



Drive

Create a new Google Doc @ 0432

 



Drive

Copy a Doc from the Docs interface @ 0451 (and another day)



Drive

Copy a Doc from the Drive interface @ 0437



Drive

Viewing the First Sheet in a Spreadsheet @ 0439



Drive

Viewing Other Sheets in a Spreadsheet @ 0439



Drive

Viewing Presentation @ 0439



Drive

Viewing Presentation @ 0440 -- Next Slide



Drive

Viewing an Image @ 0444



Drive

Open a PDF in its own tab @ 0438



Drive

Searching in Drive @ 0441



Drive

Things that didn’t end up in Browser history:

● Sharing files
● Printing files
● Uploading files



Next Steps

● Someday I will write a plaso analysis plugin to find things like copying and 
downloading files.

● In the meantime, the History file, a timeline of the actions take on the 
account, and these slides will be on my github page:

https://github.com/bethlogic/drivetesting

bethlogic@

https://github.com/bethlogic/drivetesting


In Summary

● You can see some information on reading and writing emails, but not the 
recipient

● But only on GMail -- you are out of luck if they are using Inbox
● Searches in GMail, Inbox, and Drive are easy to see!
● In Drive, you can get an idea what they were looking at, if they give their 

files useful titles
○ There are some patterns to the DocIDs, but it’s easier to find out what kind of 

file it is from the URL
● And get some hints if they were trying to take it (downloads, copies), but 

not printing or sharing


